In this paper we provide a way to generate a class of weighted average operator from n-dimensional overlap functions and aggregation functions. These weighted average operators are used in an algorithm of a multiattribute group decision making problem based on decision matrix. An illustrative example is considered with the application of our method for two specific weighted average operators of this class. This result is compared with the ranking of other methods.
Introduction
Bustince et al. in [4] introduced a new class of aggregation functions called overlap functions, which are basically continuous, positive and commutative 2-dimensional aggregation operators [3] . From them several theoretical and applied research on this kind of function have been made (see for example [2, 6, 10, 11, 12, 17, 19] ). Overlap function has been applied in classification problems where the classes are not clearly separated (see for example [16] ) and in decision making based on fuzzy preference relations (see for example [6] ).
In [16] , Gómez et al. extend the notion of overlap function for n-dimensional overlaps in order to measure the degree of overlapping of several classes in classification systems. They also study properties of migrativity, homogeneity and Lipschitz continuity for n-dimensional overlaps. In addition it was also given an example in classification problems using Fuzzy Rule-Based Classification Systems where the use of n-dimensional overlap functions provide a better result than the product t-norm, which is the usual in this kind of problems.
On the other hand, Multi-attribute Group Decision Making consists in a choice of one or more alternatives among several ones by a group of decision makers (experts) who provide a matrix to express how much each alternative satisfies each one of the attributes considered [5, 15, 14, 22, 23] . Fuzzy logic, by its nature, has played an important role in the field of decision making, since it is usual that decision makers are subject to some uncertainty, which can be expressed in terms of fuzzy degrees. This paper proposes a generalization of the weighted average operator, by considering a n-dimensional overlap function instead of the summatory. It is proved that the resulting operator results also in an aggregation operator and we apply one of this overlap generating weighted operator in an algorithm of multi-attribute group decision making based on decision matrices. The paper is organized as follows: In section 3 we consider the notion of n-dimensional overlap functions and a way to obtain n-dimensional overlap functions from overlap functions. Section 3 presents how to obtain an average operator from arbitrary overlaps and an algorithm to apply this operator in Multi-attribute Group Decision Making based on decision matrix. Finally section 4 presents the final considerations and future works.
n-Dimensional Overlap Functions
Overlap functions are special kinds of non-necessarily associative aggregation operators proposed in [4] in order to be applied in classification problems involving the overlap problem and when the associativity property is not strongly required, as in image processing and decision making based on aggregation operators [13] . Examples of overlap functions are the continuous t-norms with no zero divisors (property (O2)) and O p (x, y) = x p y p , with 0 < p, which is not a t-norm when p = 1 [2] .
It is well known that associative overlaps are positive continuous t-norms [4, 10] . On the other hand, the associativity property of the t-norms allows to extend each t-norm in a unique way to a n-dimensional operation as follows [ 
The unicity referred by Klement, Mesiar and Pap in [18] , is in the sense that
However, for the case of overlaps which can not be associative, this is not possible. In particular, considering O p for p = 2 and n = 3, O 2 (0.4, O 2 (0.5, 0.8)) = 0.16
On the other hand, Gómez et al. in [16] , extended the notion of overlaps for n-dimensional overlaps as seen in the following definition:
is said to be a n-dimensional overlap function if it satisfies the following conditions:
A n-dimensional overlap is said strict if also satisfies the property
x i > 0; and x 1 < y.
Let O be an overlap and n a positive natural number. Define the function,
n is not an overlap when n ≥ 3 because the symmetry fails. The next theorem intends to recover the symmetry for O n .
Theorem 2.1 Let O be an overlap, n a positive natural number and
is a n-dimensional overlap function when x (i) is the i-th 
On the other hand,
where
Notice that there are n-dimensional overlaps which are not generated this way. For example, the Einstein product aggregation operator defined in [16] by
is a n-dimensional overlap which cannot be generated from an overlap and an aggregation operator according to Eq. (2).
Application of n-dimensional overlaps in multiple attribute group decision making
The weighted average (WA) and some variants of it are the most applied aggregation operators found in the literature. For example, they have been used in a wide range of different subjects such as statistics, economics and engineering [20] . In particular, there are several methods in decision making which consider a fuzzy or an extension of fuzzy framework that uses aggregation operators like the weighted average and ordered weighted average. For example, [7, 8] present a method which uses the generalization of the weighted average operator proposed by their respectives authors based on intervalvalued intuitionistic fuzzy values [1] .
Weighted average operators based on n-dimensional overlaps
Let F be a n-dimensional function satisfying (O2) and w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) T be a positive weighted vector, i.e. 
Notice that if F is the Łukasiewicz extended tconorm, i.e.
In the following we will consider the case when F is a n-dimensional overlap. ij ) n×m , where the rows represent the alternatives and the columns represent the attributes. In classic decision making, according to the opinion of the decision makers d k , the position m (k) ij of M (k) has the value 1, in case the alternative x i has the attribute a j and zero otherwise. Nevertheless, in several situations, some attributes are inherently fuzzy, for example "quality of construction project", and so it must be dealt as a fuzzy set. In this case, the value in the position m (k) ij would be the membership degree, i.e. a value in [0, 1], of the alternative x i to the fuzzy set associated to the attribute a j . In general, we have two types of attributes: benefit and cost. For example, the attribute "quality of construction project" is a benefit attribute whereas "risk of investment" is a cost attribute. Let I be the set of index of the benefit attributes.
We propose the following solution for MAGDMP:
Step 1 Transform each decision matrix
Step 2 Given an n-dimensional overlap O, in order to obtain a collective decision matrix C = (c ij ) n×m , aggregate the standard decision matrices with W A O ω as follows:
Step 3 For each alternative aggregate the membership degrees to each attribute by using W A O w , i.e. for each alternative x i determine the collective overall preference value cop i
Step 4 Rank the alternatives in decreasing order with respect to the collective overall preference values and choose the alternative with greatest value.
Illustrative example
We will consider the illustrative example used in [9, 21] to show how to use our method. Suppose that an investor intends to invest part of his capital in a company. By a market analysis the investor reduces the spectrum of possible companies into six: 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.6 x 5 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.8
0.8 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.7 Table 2 : Assessment of expert e 2 . The investor is helped by a group of three experts or decision makers (e 1 , e 2 and e 3 ) with the following weights ω = (0.3, 0.3, 0.4). The group of experts establish that six attributes will be used to evaluate the investments.
M (2)
The benefit attributes are:
a 2 ) Benefits in the middle term. Tables 1, 2 and 3 describes the assesses of the experts of how much the investment satisfies each attribute, i.e. they are the decision matrix of each expert.
We normalize these decision matrices resulting in the standard decision matrices R (1) , R (2) and R (3) described, respectively, in Tables 4, 5 and 6. In the following, the collective decision matrix from the standard decision matrices is obtained by using W A Table 8 . Table 9 : Summary of the ranking obtained in [21] , [9] and with the proposed method.
Based on Table 8 , we obtain the following rank of the alternatives:
If we use the aggregation operators W A
w , respectively, we obtain the following ranking:
Observe that this two ranking agree in the last three positions, but the alternatives x 5 , the winner of the previous ranking, now is in the third position.
On the other hand, the Table 9 adds this two ranking and the ranking obtained in [9] to the 
Final remarks
We propose a method to generate average aggregation functions from n-dimensional overlaps and aggregation operators, and also propose a method for multi-attribute group decision making problems, based on the weighted average generated by the n-dimensional overlaps O 0. 5 and O 2 joint with the aggregation operator "Maximum". We also consider a multi-attribute group decision making problem which was studied in [21] resulting in 12 differents ranking. The ranking obtained here for O 0.5 agrees with the most of them in the best and in the worst alternative which is just an evidence that this method result in a reasonable ranking. The goal of introduce this new method is not be the best method for MAGDMP, neither give the best ranking for a particular example neither be better than other methods, but just contribute with a new tool to provide new evidences for the decision maker can select good alternatives. In fact, in general, there is no way to validate the quality of a ranking and therefore of a method for decision making problems, but when we have several rankings obtained by reasonable methods, we can determine a good ranking or a partial good ranking with the information provided for all the methods used.
As a future work we will compare the result with the weighted average generated by the n-dimensional overlap O 0.5 and O 2 and the maximum aggregation operator with the generated by other n-dimensional overlaps and aggregation functions. In addition, we will also study the generation of like OWA operators from ndimensional overlaps and apply them in multi-attribute group decision making and addapt the method for group decision making problems based on preference relations as in [6, 8, 24] .
